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Right from the git-go there was 
trouble on the set of the 19th 
Street Players fabled production 
of RICK DICK. 

The late Joan Crawford, who 
had been cast as Cindy Crawford 
who who was mis-cast as Mrs. Dick, 
kept demanding more and more 
hung coat hangers on the set. 



Joel Grey kept singing 
“Willkommen! And bienvenue, 
is that you Shlomo?” Gere was 
neither an officer nor a 
gentleman, and Erin Taylor 
kept farting in post production 
grgratuitously 
(Taylor later changed his name 
to S.T. Lauder and went onto 
the parfum monkey business 
fame).



           
PICTURE THIS! 
A sleazy detective office at the 
corner of La Cienega and Broxton, 
the third floor rear with a view 
of the Chinese Brahman Theatre’s
men’s men’s room. Swan Lake muzaked
in the background as the shiftless 
Gere downshifted into action. 
Crawford insisted bagels be 
flown in daily from Zabar’s,
Pasadena, “Where’s my schmir?”

Es um



Lauren Bacall, who wasn’t in 
the film, pressed her boozy 
bogey lips together and blew. 

She later starred in Paris’ Folies 
Brasserie sans Brassiere.



The production closed down 
13   times because Gere forgot 
his chorus lines and Grey would 
only speak fifty shades of Grey.

Despite all these problems the 
movie grossed an astounding 
$212.5$212.50, a record for the studio 
at the time. 
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What ever happened to 
Orson Welles?

ROSEBUTT

La la la la la la la la la let’s 
fall in love!

  





“Mr. Dick, let me introduce myself.”



“My name is Richard Richards.”



“My wife Ramona Richards is cheating on 

me. I want you to find out who her lover is.”



“Here’s a check for following my chic.”



Rick Dick follows Ramona. 
Richards to a run down hotel. 



Richard Richards follows Rick,
who is following Ramona Richards.







Rick enters the room and finds 
Ramona in her lover’s arms.



Rick is shocked to see that Ramona 

Richard’s lover is Nick Dick, 

Rick Dick’s  younger reckless brother.



Rick hears a click.



Richard Richards has followed 

Rick to room 109.  

“You dicks are dead ducks.” 



Rick wrestles the revolver 

from Richard Richards.



“OUCH!”

Richard Richards hits 

his head on the chest. 



At that moment Richard Richardson 

is suprised to realize his true identity. 



He is not Richard Richards!

He is actually Dick Dick, Rick Dick

and Nick Dick’s missing older brother.



Romana regrets her romance with Nick
and photographs the three Dicks.  Nick claims
he was just teaching Ramona a trick.
Rick returns Dick’s check to Dick, and 
Dick forgives Ramona and Nick.
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